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Online Searching Technique and Management
edited by James J. Maloney.
All facets of reference service using online searching, from the reference interview to financial management, are treated in this collection of seventeen papers.

Automated Circulation: An Examination of Choices
edited by Joseph R. Matthews and Kevin E. Hegarty.
Papers presented by librarians, consultants, and vendors at a LAMA-sponsored conference treat all aspects of automation of circulation, from choice among turnkey, custom, and adapted systems to implementation and financing in single institutions and networks and consortia.

The Landscape of Literatures: Use of Subject Collections in a University Library
by Paul Metz.
(ACRL Publications in Librarianship no. 43)
Uses data on over 55,000 books charged to 10,000 patrons in two academic libraries to clarify the problems of branch structure.

Please write to request your copy of the 1984 ALA Checklist of Publications and the new catalog Sources in Librarianship and Information Science.
WHY WE WERE THE FIRST LIBRARY AUTOMATION COMPANY TO SUPPORT THE FULL MARC RECORD.

DataPhase was the first to provide many currently accepted preferences for library automation software.

We were the first to design an integrated system with extensive interaction and information sharing among all online functions.

We were the first to provide a flexible parameterization capability that enables the library to change any systemwide parameter.

And we were the first to design a system that takes full advantage of the abundance of access points available in a MARC database. Access points that are critical for successful inquiry and online catalogs.

Sensitivity to present and future library needs has made DataPhase the leader in library automation. And ALIS the most powerful library automation tool available today.

ALIS' integrated functions include Circulation, Technical Services, Acquisitions, Public Access Catalog, Materials and Film Booking, Authority, Inventory, Reserve Book Room and C.O.M. Support.

For more information, you can reach a marketing representative at 816-931-7927.

YOU NEED TO KNOW THE DIFFERENCE.
New Reference Books Published and Distributed by

Call or Write for Our Complete Catalog

Political Dissent: An International Guide. 1st ed. Covers some 1,000 political opposition movements, whether violent, terrorist, guerrilla, or non-violent, opposition trade union movements, and human rights groups. Details include international affiliation, leadership, background and history, and political objectives. Covers developments through 1982. $90.00. (SO)

Yearbook of International Organizations. 20th ed. Vol. 1, Main Volume. Directory of nearly 20,000 international organizations, governmental as well as non-governmental organizations, associations, and committees that are international in their aims, memberships, officers, and financial support. $168.00. (SO) Vol. 2, Geographic Volume. Country by country arrangement of secretariats and memberships. $168.00. (SO) Vol. 3, Subject Volume. Organizations are classified by subject and region. $98.00. (SO)

Online Bibliographic Databases. 3rd ed. Specialized directory of bibliographic databases offered by online suppliers throughout the world. Provides essential details on 179 bibliographic databases in many subjects, such as medicine, education, business, music, language, nuclear sciences, and more. $90.00. (SO)

Annual Register 1982: A Record of World Events. Essential work of historical reference as well as a guide to current events. Articles chronicle the leading events of the year concerning every country, the UN and other international organizations, social and economic trends, and major developments in all fields. $75.00. (SO)

International Consultants Directory. 3rd ed. Ready-reference source of information on 2,500 consultants in over 100 countries of the world. Arranged by country, city, then area of international consultancy, such as accountants, lawyers, and management consultants. 3 vols. $175.00/set. (SO)

National Faculty Directory 1984. Identifies and locates nearly 600, individuals with faculty status at nearly 1,000 junior colleges, colleges, and universities in the U.S., and 156 selected Canadian institutions. 3 vols. $350.00/set. (SO)

National Directory of Newsletter Reporting Services. 2nd ed. Provides details on over 3,000 newsworthy sources providing political, social, and economic data on each nation of the area. Also covers regional organizations, topics of current interest, research institutes, and more. $130.00. (SO)

Africa South of the Sahara, 1983-84. 13th ed. Standard source providing political, social, and economic data on each nation of the area. Also covers regional organizations, topics of current interest, research institutes, and more. $130.00. (SO)

Sources of the History of Asia and Oceania in the Netherlands. Vol. 4, Part 2, Sources 1796-1949. Second part of this guide provides a survey of documents, manuscripts, maps, and topographical reproductions for the history of Asia and Oceania, extant in the Netherlands. Entries give full bibliographic descriptions plus annotations. $105.00. (SO)

(These titles are available at Gale's 5% Standing Order discount. All Gale books are sent on 60-day approval. Deduct 5% if you send check with order. Customers outside the U.S. and Canada add 10%.)
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